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Abstract 

Geographic information systems (GIS) analysis relies on geocoded data. The Duke Medicine Enterprise Data 

Warehouse (EDW) has developed an automated infrastructure for geocoding patient address data. Since 

deployment in August 2012, 4,080,966 patient address records (82.2% of total) have been verified and standardized, 

and 87.7% of standardized patient address records have been successfully geocoded. 
 

Introduction and Background 
Geographic information systems (GIS) seek to combine data from multiple sources (including public health data, 

census data, and data on the built environment) by geographical location into dynamic maps, location-specific 

analytics, and geospatial statistics. GIS analysis is widely used in the public health sphere but has only recently been 

explored at the clinical practice and health system level. This area of research holds great potential for health 

systems to address population health by combining community-level, environmental, and socioeconomic contextual 

factors with patient-level clinical characteristics. 
 

Methods 

Geocoding—the process of taking textual address information and converting it into geographic latitude/longitude 

coordinates that can be displayed on a map—is fundamental to all GIS analyses. This process is often semi-manual, 

iterative, and heavily dependent on geospatial professionals familiar with the specialized software, data, and 

technology needed to obtain the highest level of geographic accuracy. Recognizing that a semi-manual process for 

geocoding would not be scalable or sustainable for an enterprise solution, we have developed and deployed an 

automated process for geocoding patient addresses. Careful consideration was given to maximizing the efficiency of 

the automated process and attaining high-level geographic accuracy, while keeping patients’ protected health 

information (PHI) secure.  
 

Results and Discussion 

The automated processes were first 

deployed in August 2012. To date, 

4,080,966 patient address records (82.2% 

of total) have been verified and 

standardized, and 87.7% of standardized 

patient address records have been 

successfully geocoded. Some source data 

lack sufficient exactitude or veracity, 

which results in an inability to verify, 

standardize, or geocode at a high level of 

precision; other addresses are not 

indicative of an actual residence (e.g., a 

post office box). Data elements that 

cannot be processed at a sufficient level 

of accuracy as dictated by our methods 

are not written back to the EDW; this 

decision ensures that all data are at a dependable level of precision and quality. As depicted in Figure 1, new 

addresses in the EDW are processed on a nightly basis. First, the program verifies that the address exists within the 

United States Postal Service (USPS) database and parses the text string into discrete components, correcting textual 

inconsistencies. Second, the standardized address data elements are fed into the TomTom rooftop geocoding data 

pack. Finally, successfully geocoded results are written back to the EDW and incorporated into the address record. 

The address verification, standardization, and geocoding are performed within Data Management Studio (version 

2.1; SAS, Cary, NC, USA). The geocoded data are the basis for a GIS resource that can be accessed, queried, and 

visualized on demand by Duke clinicians and researchers, regardless of their GIS knowledge and expertise. 
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Figure 1. Automated address verification, standardization, and geocoding processes.


